Is Hull really the second worst place to live in the UK?
Year 5 and 6 (Autumn Term 2017) Tell the World About Hull
WOW - Visit Art and Design
Visit to Humber Street Gallery
Learning Challenge 1 - Art
What does it feel like to be inside a
courtroom? Courtroom Sketching
Learning Challenge 2 - History
Who are we? Where are we?
Newspaper investigation
Learning Challenge 3– Geography
Can you be a map reader?
Case study of a Hull
Learning Challenge 4 - History
How has Hull grown and changed over
time? Investigation
Learning Challenge 5 - Geography
Has Hull changed?
Compare past and present employment
Learning Challenge 6 - DT
Could you be an architect? Plan and
design your own building for Hull
Enterprise
Can you design and make a guide book
for Hull? 1

Our English lessons will focus on:

Pig heart boy
This text will be used across the term
to investigate different text types.

As Mathematicians we will:




Develop our understanding of
place value with numbers up to
10,000,000
Use positive and negative
numbers in different contexts
Solve number and practical
problems

As Scientists we will:

Develop our understanding of
the human body and the
circulatory system.

Develop our understanding of
forces, the different types and
how to measure them in
practical investigations.

As Historians and Geographers we

will:

Investigate identify how a place
can change through looking at
Our Designer we will:
As Artists we will:
trends over time.
Investigate work of famous

Investigate the work of graffiti 

Develop our map reading skills
architects
artists.
and knowledge by using eight

Plan, design and make a

Use sketchbooks to record
points of a compass, six-figure
building for Hull
observations
grid references, symbols and

Evaluate building design and

Improve our techniques
keys for maps across the United
structure.
including drawing and painting.
Kingdom and the wider world.
In other lessons we will be covering:
Computing - Designing and
making apps
Music - Comparing pop music and
Jazz
RE - Faith in action/ Justice and
freedom
PE - Gymnastics and Football
Jigsaw- Being me in my world/
Celebrating differences

Three Reads/Spellings/Mental Recall Facts
Please support your child to complete their three reads each week and learn any spellings/
mental recall facts that are sent home so that they can enjoy their golden time on Fridays.

Water bottles.
Children are encouraged to bring a labelled water bottle into school for use in class especially
with the warmer weather this term. These should be taken home daily to be washed.

Deodorant
The children are getting to the age when they are starting to need to use deodorant, especially
as they tend to sweat more when they are running around at break and lunch times. The
children can bring roll on deodorant with them (especially for after PE sessions), but please do
not sent in aerosols, as this can aggravate asthmatic children.

